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FOREWORD

This document specifies the Simple Mai1 Transfer Protocol (SMTP), a protocol
designed to transfer mail reliably and efficiently. The document includes an
introduction to SMTPwith a model of operation, procedures, and speci f i ca-
tions, including state diagrams.
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1. SCOPE

1.1 Purpose. This standard establishes criteria for the Simple Mail
Transfer Protocol (SMTP), a protocol designed to transfer mail reliably and
efficiently.

1.2 Organization. This standard introduces the Simple Mail Transfer
Protocol’s design and procedures in sending and receiving mail and specifies
the commandsand other mechanisms needed to support SMTP. This standard also
describes the uses of SMTPwith various transport services.

1.2.1 Transport services. One of the most important features of SMTPis
its capability to relay marl across transport service environments. A trans-
port service provides an interprocess communication environment (IPCE). I%
IPCE may cover one network, several networks, or a subset of a network. It is
important to realize that transport systems (or IPCES) are not one-to-one with
networks. A process can communicate directly with another process through any
mutually known IPCE. Mail is an application or use of inter-process
communicati on. Mail can be communicated between processes in different IPCES
by relaying through a process connected to two (or more) IPCES. More
specifically, mail can be relayed between hosts on different transport systems
by a host on both transport systems.

1.3 *P lication. The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol is approved for use in
all DoO packet switching networks which connect or have the potential for
utilizing connectivity across network and subnetwork boundaries and which
require a mail transfer service. The term network as used herein includes
Local Area Networks.

A
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3. ‘DEFINITIONS ,,
,,,.

3.1 Definition of terms. The &finiti6n of terms used in this standard.
ehall comDIY with FSD-STD-1037. Terme and deffnitione unique to MIL-STD-1781. .
are contained herein.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

Command ,.
A request for a mail service action
receiver-S!fIT.

Domain
The hierarchiallyatructured global
host computer in the mail system.

,,.

sent by the sende~SMTP to the

character Stringaddreae of’a,.. .:.,.

. ., ..,,.

End of mail data indication~~
A special eequence of characters that indicates’the end of the tiil
data. In particular, the five chxractera carriage return, Ifne
feed, period, carriage return, line feed, in that order.

Host
A computer in the intemetwork environment on which mailboxaa or WTP
proceaaes reside.

Lina
~quence of ASCII characters ending with a <CRLF>.

Mail data
A sequence of ASCII characters of arMtrary length, which conforms
to the standard set in the Standard for the Format of ARPA Internet
Text Messages.

mailbox
A character etring (addreas) which identifies a ueer to whom nmil
ie to be sent. Mailbox normally coneista of the hoet and user
apecifications. The standard meilbox naming convention is defined
to be “user@domain-. Additionally, the ‘container-in which mail
is etored.

Receiver-SMTP proceaa
A urocess which transfers mail in cooperationwith a eendePSMfP
pricess. It Waite for a connection to be eatabliahed via the
transport eervice. It receives SEITP ccmmands frem the aandeP8MTP,
senda replies, and performs the specified operation.

E!@z
A reply ia an acknowled~nt (positive or negative) sent frem receiver
to sender via the tranamiasion channel in responee to a commend. The
general form of a reply is a completion code (including error cedee)
followed by a text atriug. The codes are
text is usually intended for humeriusers.

3
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4. THE SMTP MODEL

4.1 SMTP design. The SMTP design is baaed on the following model of commu-
nication: as the result of a user mail request, the sender-SMTP establishes
a twoway transmission channel to a receiver-SMTP. The receiver-SMTP commends
are generated by the sender-SMTF and sent to the receiver-SMTP. SMTP replies
are sent from the receiver-SMTP to the eender-SMTP in reaponee to the commands.

4.1.1 Mail co~nd. Once the transmission channel is established, the SMTP-

sender sends a MAIL command indicating the eender of the mail. If the SMTP-

receiver can accept mail it responds with an OK reply. The SMTP-sender then

sends a RCPT command identifying a recipient of the mail. If the SMTP-receiver

can accept mall for that recipient it responds with an OK reply; if not, It
responds with a reply rejecting that recipient (but not the whole mail trans-
action). TIIeSMTP-sender and SMTP-receiver may negOtiate Several reciPients.
When the recipients have been negotiated the SMTP-sender sends the mail data,
terminating with a special sequence. If the SMTP-receiver succeaafully pro-
cesses the mail data it responds with an OK reply. The dialog ia purposely
lock-step, one-at-a-time.

E
SENDER-SMTP RECEIVER-SM17

FIGDRE 1. Model for SMTP use.

4.1.2 Transmission of mail. The SMTP providea mechaniama for the trans-
m.iasionof mail; directly frem the aending user’s host to the receiving
user’s host when the two heats are connected to the asme tranaport service,
or via one or more relay SMTP-servers when the source and destination hosts
are not connected to the same tranaport service. To be able to provide the
relay capability, the SMTP-server must be supplied with the name of the
ulthate destination heat as well as the destination mailbox name.

4.1.2.1 Forward- and reverse-path. The argument to the MAIL command is
a reverse-path, which specifies who the mail ie from. The argument to the
RCPT command la a forward-r?ath.which .sDecifies who the mail is to. The
forward-path ie a source r~ute: while tie
(which may be used to return a message to
with a relayed message).

reverse-path is
the sender when

a return route

an error occurs
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5. THS SMTP PROCEDURES

5.I Int roduct Ion. TMs section presents the procedures used in SMTP in

several parts. First comes the basic mall procedure defined as a mail trans-

action. Following this are. descript~ons of forwarding mail, verifying mailbox

names and expanding mailfng lists, sending to termfnala instead of or in com-
bination with mailboxes, and the opening and closing exchanges. At the end
of thfa section are comments on relaying, a note on mail domains, and a dis-
cussion of changing roles. Throughout this section are examples of partial
command and reply sequences.

5.2 tiil. There are three steps to S44TPmxil tranaactloma. The trans-
action is started with a MAIL command which gives tha sender identification.
A series of one or more RCPT commands follows giving the receiver informa-
tion. Then a DATA command gives the mail data. And finally, the end of mail
data indicator confirm the transaction.

5.2.1 MAIL command. The firat step in the procedure ia the MAIL c-rid.
The <reverse-path> centaina the source mailbox.

MAIL <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>

This command tells the SMTP-receiver that a new mail transaction ia starting
and to reset all ita atate tablea and buffers, including any recipients or
mail data. It gives the reverse-pathwhich can be used to report errora.
If accepted, the receiver-SMTP returns a 250 OK reply. The <reverse-path>
can contain more than just a mailbox. The <reverae-path> is a reverse
source routing list of hosts and source mailbox. The first host in the
<reverse-path> should be the hoat sending this command.

5.2.2 RCPT command. The second step in the procedure ia the RCPT command.

RCPT <SP> TO:<forward-path> <CRLF>

This command gives a forward-path identffying one recipient. If accepted,
the receiver-SMTP retuma a 250 OK reply, and atores the forward-path. If
the recipient is unknown the receiver-SMTP returna a 550 Failure reply.
This second atep of the procedure can ba repeated any number of timea. The
<forward-path> can contain more than just a mailbnx. The <forward-path> la
a source routing list of hosts and the &atination mailbox. The firat heat
in the <forward-path> should be the hoat receiving this cemmend.

5.2.3 DATA commend. The third step in the procedure ia the DATA command.

DATA <CRLF>

If accepted, the receiver-SMTP returna a 354 Intermediate reply and conaidera
all succeeding lines to be the meaaage text. When the end of text ia received
and stored the SMTP-receiver aends a 250 OK reply. Since the mall dxta la
sent on the transmission channel the end of the mail data must be indicated

7
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b. 551 User not local; please try <forward-path>. This reply indi-
cates that the receiver-SMTPknows the user*s mailbox is on
another host and indicates the correct forward-path to use. Note
that either the host or user or both may be different. The re-
ceiver refuses to accept mail for this user, and the sender must
either redirect the mail eccording to the information provided or
return an error response to the originating user.

paragraph 5.3.1 illustrates the use nf these respomes.

Example of forwarding. Either:

s: RCPT TO:<Postel@USC-ISI.ARPA>
R: 251 User not local; will forward

Or:

s: RCPT TW <Paul@USC-ISIB.ARPA>

to <Postel@USC-ISIF.ARPA>

R: 551 User not local; please try @lockapetris@USC-ISIF.ARPA>

5.4 Verifying and expandin&. SMTP provides as additional features, CrmI-
mande to verify a user name or expand a mailing list. This is done with the
VRFY and EXPN c-rids, which have character strimg arguments. For the VRFY
command, the string is a user name, and the response may include the full
name of the user and must include the mailbox of the,user. For the EXPN
command, the atring identifies a mailimg list, and the multiline response
mav include the full name of the users and must give the mailboxes on the.
mailing list. “User name” is a fuzzy term and used purposely. If a host
implements the VRFY or EXPN cnmmamds then at least local mailboxes’must be
recognized ae “user names”.,, If a host “choosesto recognize other strimgs as
“user names- that is allowed. In some hnsts the distinction between a mail-
ing list and an alias for a singla mailbox is a bit fuzzy, since a common
data structure msy hold buth types of entries, and it is possible to have
mailing liets of one mailbox. If a request is made to verify a.mailing
list, a positive respomee can be givan if on receipt of a massage so

I

addressed it will be delivered to averyone on the list, otherwise an error
should be reported (e.g., ’550 That ie a mailing list, not a user”). If a
request is made to expand a user name a poeitiva response can be formed by
returning a list containing one name, or an error can be reported (e.g.,
’550 That is a user name, not a mailing list”). In the case of a multi-
line reply (normal for EXPN) axectly one mailbnx is to be specified on each
line of the reply. In the case of an ambiguoua request, for example, ‘VRFY
Smith-, where there are tvo Smith’s the respoaee must be ’553 User ambiguous”.
The case of verifying a ueer name ie atraightforward as shown in paragraph
5.4.1.

5.4.1 Example of verifyiIISa user name. Either:

s: VRFY Smith
R: 250 Fred Smith <Smith@USC-ISIF.ARPA>

9
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● these two functions are combined in SMTP. However the sending commands are
not included in the required minimum implementation (paragraph 6.5.1). Users
should have the ability to control the writing of messages on their terminals.
Most hosts permit the users to accept or refuse such messages. The following
three commands are defined to support the sending options. These are used in
the mail transaction instead of the MAIL commsnd and inform the receiver-SMTP
of the special semantics of this transaction:

a. SEND <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>. The SEND command requires
that the mail data he delivered to the user’s terminal. If the
user la not active (or not accepting terminal messages) on the
host a 450 reply may return to a RCPT command. The mail trans-
action is successful if the message is delivered to the terminal.
The same reply code which ia used for the MAIL commanda la used
for this command.

b. SOML <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>. The SEND or MAIL command
requires that the mail data be delivered.to the user’s tetinal
if the user la active (and accepting terminal meaaages) on the
host. If the user ia not active (or not accepting terminal
messages) then the mail data is entered into the user’s mailbox.
The mail transaction is successful if the message is delivered
either to the terminal or the mailbox. The aama reply code
which la used for the MAIL commands ia used for this command.

● c. SAML <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>. The SEND and MAIL command
requires that the mail data be delivered to the user’s terminal
if the user is active (and accepting terminal meaaages) on.the
heat. In any case the mail data is entered into the user‘a
mailbox. The mail transaction ia auccesaful if the message is
delivered to the mailbox. The same reply code which is used for
the MAIL commands is used for this command..

5.6 Opening and cloain~ At the time the transmission channel is opened
there is an exchange to ensure that the hosts are communicatingwith the
hosts they think they are. The follnwing two commanda are used in tranamis-
sion channel opening and closing:

a. HELO <SP> <domain> <CRLF>

b. QUIT <CRLF>

In the RELO command the host sending the command identifies itself; the com-
mand may be interpreted as saying ““Hello,I am <domain>”.

5.6.1 Example of connection opening.

R: 220 BBN-UNIX.ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
s: HELO USC-ISIF.ARPA
R: 250 BBN-DNIX.ARPA

11
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notlfi. cation message is shown fn paragraph 5.7.4. This notification is in

response to a message originated by. JoE at HOSTW and sent via HOSTX to HOSTT
with instructions to relay it on to HOSTZ. What we see in the example is
the transaction between HOSTY ad HOSTX, which is the firat step in the return
of the notification message.

5.7.4 Example of an undeliverable msil notification message.

s:
R:
s:
R:
s:
R:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
R:

MAIL FROM:<>.
250 ok
RCPT TU:<@HOSTX.ARIA:JOE@HOSTW.ARPD
250 ok
DATA
354 send the mail dsta,end with .
Date: 23 Ott 81 11:22:33
Frcm: BMTP@HOSTY.ARPA
To: JOE@HOSTW.ARPA
Subject: Mail SyaternProblem

Sorry JOE, your mea aage to SAM@HOSTZ.ARPA 10St.
HOSTZ.ARPA said this:
“’550No Such User”
.
250 ok

5.8 Domsina. Domains are a recently introduced concept in the ARPA Inter
net msil eystem. The uae of domains changes the addreas apace from a flat
glokl space of simple character etring hoat namsa to a hierarchically struc-
tured rooted tree of global addresses. Ths boat nam is replaced by a domsin

~!~and host designator which fa a aequance of dnmsin element stringa separated
~ by periods with the understanding that the domain elements are ordered from
the most specific to tha most general. For example, “USC-ISIF.ARPA”,
‘Fred.Cambridge.UX”, and ““PC7.LCS.MIT.ARPA”’might be heat-and-domsin identi-
fiers. Whenever domain names are used in BMTP only the official names are
used, the use of nicknamea or aliases are not allowed.

5.9 Changing roles. The TURN cmwrmnd msy be used to reverse tbe roles of
the two programa communicating ovar the tranamiasion channel. If program-A
Ls currently ths sender-SMTP ami it aends the TORN command and receives an
ok reply (250) than program-A becomes the receiver-SMTP. If program-B is
currantly the receive~BMTP ard it receives the TORN command and sends an ok
reply (250) then program-B becomes the senderSMTP.

5.9.1 Refusal to change roles. To refuse to rhange roles the receiver
sends the 502 reply. Please note that this ccmmand is optional. It would
not normally be used in situations where ths transmission channel is TCP.
Howevsr, when ths coat of establishing the’transmission channel is high,
this cnmmsnd msy be quite useful. For example, this commsnd may be uaeful
in supporting the msil exchange using the public stitched telephone system
as a transmission channel, especially if some hosts poll other hosts for
mail axchangea.

13
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it may use the same reply it would for an unknown local user (550). When mail
is relayed, the relay host must remove itself from the be9i,nnin9.f?~?rd-path
and put itself at the beginning of the reverse-path. When mal 1 “reaches its
ultimate destination (the forward-path contains. OnlY ,ades,tina.tionmail-box) J
the “receiver-SMTP.inserts it into the,!lestlnation mailbox. in accordance. with
its’”host mail conventions. For example’, mail received at relay host A with
arguments ,.

FROM:4JSERX@HOSTY.,.ARPA>
TO:<@HOSTA.ARPA,@HOSTB. ARPA: USERC@HOSTD. ARPA>

wi11 be relayed on to host B with arguments

FROM :<@HOSTA .ARPA :USERXiiJHOSTY.ARPA>,,
TO:<@HOSTB .ARPA :USERC@HOSTO ,ARPA> .

This command causes its forward-path argument, to be appended to the forward-
path buffer.

6.1 .1.4 OATA (DATA) . The receiver treats the lines following” the. command
as mail data from the sender. This command causes the mail data from this
command to be appended to the mai 1 data bt!ffe.r. The mai 1 data may contain any

of the 128 ASCII character codes. The mail data is tersninated by a line
containing only a period, that is the’character sequence “<CRLF>.<CRLF>”. (see”

● ’

paragraph 6:5.2 on Transparency ).. This is’the end.of mail data indication.
The end of mai 1 data indication requires that the receiver must now process
the stored mail transaction information. This processing. consumes the inform-
ation in the reverse-path buffer,, the forward-path buffer, and the mail pata

‘ buffer, and on the completion of this connnandthese buffers are cleared. If
,the processing is successful the receiver must send. an OK rePIY. If the
“:iprocessing fails completely the receiver must send a failure reply. When the
‘%’receiver-SMTP accepts a message either for relaying, or for final delivery it
inserts at the beginning of the mail data a ti.rnestamP1inc. The”timestamP
1ine indicates the identity of the ho:t that sent ,the m?s.!a9e. and the “iden-
tity “of the host that received the message (and is inserting this timestamp),
and the date and time the message was received. Relayed messages wi 11 have
multiple timestamp lines. When the receiver-SMTP makes the. “final delivery”
of a message it inserts at the beginning of the mail data a return path line.
The return path 1ine preserves the information in -the’<reverse-path> from the
MAIL command. Here, final’delivery means the’message leaves the SMTP world.
Normally, this would mean it has been delivered to,the destination user, but
in some cases it may be further processed and ‘transmitted.by another mail
syiteni It is possible for the mailbox in the return.path !O be different
from the actual sender’s mailbox; for example, if error responses are to be
delivered to a special error handling mailbox rather “than”to the message
senders. The preceding implies that the final mail data will begin with a
return path 1ine, followed by one or more timestamp lines’. These’ lines will
be followed by the mail data header and body. See paragraph S.

6.1.1 .4.1 Response and further action. Special. mention is needed ‘of the ~

●
response and further action required when the ‘processin9 followi~9 the end o.f
mail data indication is partially successful. This could arise if, after

15
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command clears the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, and the

mail data buffer; and inserts the reverse-path information from this command
into the reverse-path buffer.

6.1.1.7 SEND and MAIL (SAML). This command ia used to initiate a mail
transaction in which the mail data ia delivered to one or more terminals and
mailboxes. For each recipient the mail data is delivered to the recipient’a
terminal If the recipient ia active on the host (and accepting terminal
messages), and for all recipients to the recipient’smailbox. The argument
field contains a reverse-path. This command is successful if the message Is
delivered to the mailbox. The raverse-path consists of an optional list of
hosta and tbe sender mailbox. When the list of hosts ia present, it Is a
‘“reverse”source route and indicatea that tbe mail was relayed through each
host on the list (the first host in the list was the moat recent relay).
This list ia used as a source route to return non-delivery notices to the
sender. As each relay host adda itself to the beginning of the list, it
must use its name as known in the IPCE to which it is relaying the mail
rather than the IPCE from which the mail came (if they are different). This
command cleara the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, and the
mail data buffer; and inserts the reverse-path information from this command
intn the reverse~ath buffer.

6.1.1.8 RssET (RsET). This commsnd specifies that the current mail trans-
acting is to be aborted. Any stored sender, recipients, and mail data must
be discarded, and all buffers and atate tables cleared. The receiver must
send an OK reply.

6.1.1.9 VSRIFY (VRPY). This command asks the raceiver to confirm that
the argument identifies a user. If it ia a user name, the full name of the
user (if known) and the fully specified mailbox are returned. This COmUISlld

has no effeet on any of the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or
‘f’ the mail data buffer.

6.1.1.10 EXPAND (EXPN). This command aska the receiver to confirm that
the argument identifies a msiling list, and if ao, to return the membership
of that list. Tbe full nams of the users (if known) and the fully specified
mailboxes are returned in a multiline reply. This commsnd has no effect on
any of the reverse-path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or the mail data
buffer.

6.1.1.11 HELP (HELP). This command causes the receiver to send helpful
information to the sender of the RSLP command. The commsnd may take an
argument (e.g., any command name) and return more apecific informAtion as a
response. This command has no effeet on any of tha revarae-path buffer, the
forward-path buffar, or the mail data buffer.

6.1.1.12 NOOP (NOOP). l%is command does not affect any parameters or
previously entered commands. It specifies no action other than that the
receiver send an OK reply. This commsnd has no effect on any of the reverse-
path buffer, the forward-path buffer, or the mail data buffer.
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“smith” is different from the user “Smith.” The argument field consists of a
variable length character string ending with the character sequence <CRLF>.
The receiver ia to take no action until this sequence is received. Square
brackets denote an optional argument field. If the option is not taken, the
appropriate default ia implied.

6.1.3.1 List of Sf4TPcommands. The following are the SMTP commanda:

a. HELO <SP> <domain> <CRLF>

b. MAIL <SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>

c. RCPT
---- -- . . . . . . ------

d. DATA

e. RSET

f. SEND

g. SOML

h. SAML

i. VRFY

j. EXPN

k. HELP

1. NOOP

m. QUIT

n. TORN

SSrz ‘w: (rorwara-patn> SCKLF>

<CRLF>

<CRLF>

<5P> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>

<SP> FROM:<reverae-path> <CRLF>

<SP> FROM:<reverse-path> <CRLF>

<SP> <string> <CRLF>

<SP> <atring> <CRLF>

[<Sp> <string>] <CRLF>

<CRLF>

<CRLF>

<CRLF>

6.1.3.2 SMTP syntax. The syntax of the above argunent fields (using,BNF
notation where applicable) is given below. The “...” notation indicatea
that a field may ba repeated one or more times.

a. <reverse-path> ::- <path>

b. <forward-path> ::- <path>

c. <path> ::- “<’”[ <a-d-1> “:“’] @ilbox> “>”’

d. <a-d-1> ::= <at-domain> I <at-domain> “,” <a-d-1>

e. <at-domain> ::- ““@o”<domain>

f. <domain> ::-’ <element> I <element> “.” <domain>

19
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ee. <spscisl>
p;:y’->’; I ““(; ,~l:)’” I ‘“[”j”]-.,] ..y , “o.,“.- ,.:. ““’’” I the control

‘‘~:chkracter~”(ASCII codes’O thrdugh”31 Inclusive and
127)

‘, ... ,,,

6.1.3.2.1 Special note. Note that the ,bsckslash,‘\”’,ia a quote character,
which is used to indicate that the‘next character id to be used llterally
(instead of its normal interpretation). For,example, “’Joe,Smith” could be
used to indicate a“k~tiglknitiecharacter”uai?i’field‘wltH’’c~w bsing the
fourth character of the field. Hoats are generally known by names which are
tranalsted to addresses in each hoat. “Note that the‘riamselemsnta of domains
are the official nsmss -- no use of n~cknames or aliases is allowed. SOme-
times a host la not known to the translstiorifonction’and communication ia
blocked. To bypass th:s barrier two numsric forms are also allowed for hnst
“names”. One form is a decimil‘integerprefixed’by a pound sign, “#”, which
indicates ths number is the address of the best. Another form is four small
decimal integers separated by dots’and enclosedby’britksts, e.g.,
“[123.255.37.2]”,which indicates a 32-bit ARPA Internet Address in four
8-bit fields.

,. .,., ,;, .,.. .,.:,:..).,

6.1.3.3 Timsatamp and returrpath lines.”The timsstsmp line,and the
return path line are formally defined aa follows:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

13:

h.

! i.

j.

k.

1.

m.

<return-Dattrline> ::- ‘Retur*Path:” <SPXreverse-natW< CRLF>,.. ,. ., ..’ !,, ,,, .;. ,,

<tims-stamp-llne> ::- “Received:‘“<5P> <stamp> <CRLF>
,.,~ ,:-,.f,,.$,,,

<stamp> ::- <from-demain> <by-domaib <opt-itio> “;”
<daytire>

<frti-domain>’::=’“FROM” <SP> <dotiin> <SP>

<bj-domsiti>::= ‘BY’”’<SP><domain> <5P>’ “”

<&t-info> ::= [<via>] [<tiit~]’ [<id>] [<for>]

‘<via> ::= ‘“VIA”<5P> <link) <5P> ‘“” ~“
,..,..

<wit~ ::= WITH”- <5P> <protocol> <sp>
,,

<id> ::= “ID” <5P> <string>’<SE>

<for>‘“::=””“FOR- <5P> <patfD”’<SP> .,

<link> ::= The standard names for links are.registered
the Net&rk Information Center. ‘‘

<protocol>‘“::= The stan&rd names for protocols are

with

~‘; registered with ‘theNetworkInformation Center.

<daytiius>::= <5P> <&te> ‘<5P><ti~> ~~~ ~~ ~~~

. .
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<CRLF>, or a multi line reply (as defined in Appendix E). Only the EXPN and
HELP commands are expected to result in multil ine replies in normal circum-
stances; however, multi 1ine replies are allowed for any command.

6.2.1 Reply codes by function groups.

a. 500 Syntax error; conmnand unrecognized
[This may include errors such as command line too long]

b. 501

c. 502

d. 503

e. 504

f. 211

Syntax error in parameters or arguments

Command not implemented

8ad sequence of commands

Command parameter not implemented

System status, or system help reply

9. 214 Help message
[Information on how to use the receiver or the meaning of a
particular non-standard command; this reply is useful only to
the human user]

h. 220 <domain> Service ready

i. 221 <domain> Service closing transmission channel

j. 421 <domain> Service not available,
closing transmission channel
[This may be a reply to any command if the service knows it
must shut down]

k. 250 Requested mai 1 action okay, completed

1. 251 User not 1ocal; wi11 forward to <forward-path>

m. 450 Requested mai 1 action not taken: mailbox unavailable
[e.g., mailbox busy]

n. 550 Requested action not taken: mailbox unavailable
[e.g., mailbox not found, no access]

o. 451 Requested action aborted: error in processing

P. 551 User not local; please try <forward-path>

q. 452 Requested action not taken: insufficient system storage ‘

r. 552 Requested mai 1 action aborted: exceeded storage allocation

23
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r. 551 User not local; please try <forward-path>

s. 552 Requested Mil action aborted: sxceeded storage allocation

t. 553 Requested action not talu?n:msilbox nam? not allowed
[E.g., mailbox syntax incorrect]

u. 554 Transaction failed

6.3 Sequencing of commands and replies. The communicationbetween the
sender and receiver ia intended to be an alternating dialogue, controlled by
the sender. Aa such, the sender issues a command and the receiver responds

with a reply. The sender must wait for this response before aending further
crmmanda. One important reply is tbe connection greeting. Normally, a

receiver will aend a 220 “Service ready” reply when the connection is com-
pleted. The sender alwuld wait for this greeting message before sending any
commanda. All the greeting type replies have the official name of the aervsr
hoat as the first word following the reply code. For example,
220 <SP> USC-ISIF.ARFA <SP> Service,ready <CRLF>. Paragraph 6.3.1 lists
alternative success amd failure replies for each crmmand. These must bs
strictly adhered to; a receiver msy substitute text in the replies, but the
meaning and action implied by the code numbers and by the specific command
reply sequence csnnot be altered.

I

6.3.1 Command-reply sequences. Each command is listsd w’ithita possible
replies. The prefixes used before the pcsaible replies are ‘“P”for prelimi-
nary (not used in SMTP), “I” for intermediate, “.S””forsuccess, “F” fOr
failure, and “E” for error. The 421 reply (service not available, closing
transmission channel) may be given to any command if the SMTP-receiverknows
it must shut down. This listing forms the basis for the State Diagrams in
paragraph 6.4.

coifNEcTIoNESTABLISW~
s: 220
F: 421

HELO
S: 250
E: 500, 501, 504, 421

MAIL
S: 250
F: 552, .451,452
E: 500, 501, 421

RCPT
S: 250, “251
F: 550, 551, 552, 553, 450, 451, 452
E: 500, 501, 503, 421

DATA
I: 354 -> data -> S: 250

P: 552, 554, 451, 452
F: 451, 554
E: 500, 501, 503, 421

t
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Figure 2

6.4.2

1,3
E,

s

F

—

FIGURE 2. Representation of, most of the SMTP c&nmands.

models the commands:

HELO, MAIL, RCPT , RSET , SEND, SOML, SAML, VRFY, EXPN, HELP,
NOOP, QUIT, TURN.

The DATA command. Figure 3 models the DATA command.

1.2

r
3 4.5

(

wl

F
4,5

FIGURE 3. The DATA command.

Note that the “data””here is a series of lines sent from the sender to the
receiver with no response expected until the last line is sent.

6.5 Details.

6.5.1 Minimum implementation. In order
ing minimum implementation is required for

to make SMTP workable, the follow-
all receivers:

27
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d. Command Line
The maximum total length of a co’imnandline including the commxnd
word and the <CRLF> is 512 characters.

e. Reply Line
The maximum total length of a reply line including the reply
code and the <CRLF> is 512 character.

f. Text Line
The maximum total length of a text line including the <CRLF> is
1000 characters (but not counting the leading dot duplicated
for transparency).

g. Recipients Buffer
The maximum total number of recipienta that must be buffered is
100 recipients.

6.5.3.1 Error reply codes. Errors due to exceeding these limits may be
reported by using the reply codes, for example:

500 Line too long.

501 Path too long.

552 Too many recipients.

552 Too much mail data.

29
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8. TREORY OF REPLY CODESo
8.1 Introduction. The three digits of the reply each have a special

significance. The first digit denotes&fiet@F’,th@,rdsporise..isgood, bad or :
incomplete. An unsophisticated senderASMTP will.be able to ‘deterudneIts
next action “(proceedas plarihed,‘redo,retrench, etc.)’by simply examiriitig
this first digit. A sender-SMTP that wants to kriowapproximately what lcind
of error occurred (e.g., mail system error, commxnd syntax error) may examine
the second digit; reserving the third‘digit for :the”finest.gradktiqn Of
information.“

8.1.1 Values for the first digit. There are five values for’the first
digit of the reply code.

8.1.1.1 Positive preliminary reply (lyz). The command has been accepted,
but the requested action is being held in abeyance, pending confinhstion of
the information in this reply. The”sender-SMTP’should‘send another command .
specifying whether to continue or abort the action. SMTP does not have any
comm+nds that allow this type of reply, and”so does not.have the “continueor
abort commsnda.

8.1.1.2 Positive completion reply (2yz). The requested action haa been
successfully completed. A new request may be initiated.

8.1.1.3 Positive intermediate reply (3Yz). The commxnd haa been sccepted,
but the requested action is being held in abeyance, pending receipt of further
information. The sender-SMTP should send another command specifying this
information. This reply is used in command sequence groups.

8.1.1.4 Transient negative completion reply (4YZ). The command was not
accepted and the requested action did not occur. However, the error condition
is temporary and the action may be requested again. l%e sender should return
to’the beginning of the commxnd sequence (if any). It is difficult to assign
a meaning to “transient”when two different sites (receiver-and sender-
SMTPS) must agree on the interpretation. Each reply in this category might
have a different time value, but tbe sender-SMTP is encouraged to try again.
A rnle of thumb to determine if a reply fits into the 4yz or the 5yz cstegory
(aee below) is that replies are 4yz if they can be repeated without any
change in command form or in properties of the sender or receiver. (E.g.,
the command is repeated identically and the receiver does not put up a new
implementation.)

8.1.1.5 Permanent negative completion reply (5yz). The cmmnand was not
accepted and the requested action did not occur. The sender-SMTF is discour-
aged from repeating the exact request (in the same sequence). Even some
“permanent” error conditions can be corrected, so the humxn user msy want to
direct the sender-SMTP to reinitiate the command sequence by direct action
at some point in the future (e.g., after the spelling has been changed; or
the user has altered the account status).

31”
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9. SCENARIOS

t

9.1 Introduction. This section presents complete scenarios of several
types of SMTP sessions.

9.2 A tyDical SMTP transaction scenario. This SMTP example shows mail sent
by Smith at host USC-ISIF, to Jones, Green, and Brown at host BEN-UNIX. Here
we assume that host USC-ISIF contacts host BEN-UNIX directly. The mail is
accepted for Jones and Brown. Green does not have a mailbox at host BBN-UNIX.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:
s:
s:
s:
R:

s:
R:

220 BBN-UNIX.ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO USC-ISIF.ARPA
250 BBN-UNIX. ARPA

MAIL FROM:<Smith@USC-ISIF .ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<Jones@BBN-UNIX .ARPA>
250 OX

RCPT TO:<Green@BBN-UNIX. ARPA>
550 No such user here

RCPT TO:<Brown@BBN-UNIX. ARPA>
250 OK

OATA
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
...etc. etc. etc.
...etc. etc. etc.

250 OK

QUIT
221 BBN-UNIX. ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9.3 Aborted SMTP transaction scenario.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R;

s:
R:

220 MIT-Multics .ARPA Simple Mai 1 Transfer Service Ready
HELO ISI-VAXA .ARPA
250 f41T-F4ultics.ARPA

MAIL FROM:<Smith@ ISI-VAXA.ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<Jones@MIT-!4ultics.ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<Green@MI T-Mult \cs.ARPA>
550 No such user here

33
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s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
s:
R:

s:
R:

Oate: 2 Nov 81 22:33:44
From: John Q. Public <JQP@MIT-AI .ARPA>
Subject: The Next Meeting of the Board
To: Jones@BBN-Vax. ARPA

Bill:
The next meeting of the board of directors wi11 be
on Tuesday.

John.

~50 OK

QUIT
221 USC-ISIE. ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9.5 Verifying and sending scenario.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:
s:
s:
s:
R:

s:
R:

220 SU-SCORE .ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO F!IT-MC.ARPA
250 SU-SCORE .ARPA

VRFY Crispin
250 Mark Crispin <Admin. MRC@SU-SCORE. ARPA>

SEND FROM:<EAK@MIT-MC .ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<Admin .MRC@SU-SCORE. ARPA>
250 OK

OATA
354 Start mall input; end with <CRLF>. <CRLF>
...etc. etc. etc.
...etc. etc. etc.

250 OK

QUIT
221 SU-SCORE. ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9.6 Sending and mailinq scenarios. First the user’s name is verified, then
an attempt is made to send to the user’s terminal. When that fails, the
message Is mailed to the user’s mailbox.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

220 SU-SCORE. ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO MIT-MC .ARPA
250 SU-SCORE .ARPA

VRFY Crispin
250 Mark Crispin <Admin. F4RC@SU-SCORE.ARPA>

SEND FROt4:<EAK@MIT-MC.ARPA>
250 OK
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0“ 9.7.1 Expanding the firet list.
—

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

s:
R:

220 MIT-AI.ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO SU-SCORE.ARPA
250 MIT-AI.ARPA

EXPN Example-People
250-GMlC@MITi4C.ARPA>
250-Fred Foaebone ~onebone@USC-IS IQ.ARPA>
250-Xenon Y. Zither <XTZ@MIT+I.ARPA>
250-Quincy Smith <@USC-ISIF.ARPA:Q-Smith@ISI-VAXA.ARPA>
250-<joe@foo-unix.ARPA>
250 <xyz@ber-unix.ARPA>

QUIT
221 MIT-AI.ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9.7.2 Expanding the second list.

D

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:
R:
R:
R:
R:

s:
R:

220 MIT-MC.ARPA Simple Mail Tranefer Service Ready
HELO SU-SCORE.ARPA
250 MIT-MC.ARPA

EXPN Intereeted-Parties
250-A1 Calico ~BC@!iIT-MC.ARpA>.
250-<XTZ@MIT-AI.ARPA>
250-Quincy Smith <@USC-ISIF.ARPA:Q-Smith@ISI-VAXA.ARPA>
250-<fred@BBN-UNIX.ARpA>
250 <xyz@bar-unix.ARPA>

QUIT
221 MIT-MC.ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9.7.3 Mailing to all via a relay hoat.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:
s:
R:
s:
R:
s:
R:
s:

R:
s:
R:
s:

220 USC-ISIE.ARPA Simple hil Tranefer Service Ready
HELO SU-SCORE.ARPA
250 USC-ISIE.ARPA

MAIL FROM:account. Peraon@SU-SCORB.ARPA>
250 OK
RCPT TO:<@USC-ISIE.ARPA:ABC@MIT+fC.ARPA>
250 OR
RCFT TO:<@USC-ISIE.ARPA:Fonebona@USC-ISIQA.ARPA>
250 OK
RCFT TO:<@USC-ISIE.ARPA:XTZ@MIT-AI.ARPA>
250 OR
RCFT
TO:<@USC-ISIE.~PA, @USC-ISIF..iRPA:Q%nith@ISI-VAXA.ARPA>
250 OR
RCPT TO:<@USC-ISIE.ARPA:joe@FOO-UNIX.ARPA>
250 OR
RCFT TO:<@USC-ISIE.ARPA:xyz@BAR-UNIX.ARPA>

I
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.,

S: QUIT
R: 221 USC-ISIF.ARPA Service closing transmission channel

9;9.2 Delivering the mail at the second host.

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

::
s:
R:

s:
R:

9.10 ~

R:
s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:

s:
R:
s:
s:
s:
R:

220 USC-ISI.ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO LBL-UNIX. ARPA
250 USC-ISI.ARPA

MAIL FROM:<mo@LBL-UNIX. ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<Jones@USC-ISI .ARPA>
OK

OATA
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>. <CRLF>
...etc. etc. etc. “
...etc. etc. etc.

250 OK

QUIT
221 USC-ISI.ARPA Service closing transmission channel

many recipients scenario.

220 BERKELEY .ARPA Simple Mail Transfer Service Ready
HELO USC- ISIF.ARPA
250 BERKELEY. ARPA

MAIL FROM:<PosteltXJSC-ISIF.ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<fabry@BERKELEY .ARPA>
250 OK

RCPT TO:<eric@8ERKELEY. ARPA>
552 Recipient storage full, try again In another transaction

OATA
354 Start mail input; end with <CRLF>.<CRLF>
...etc. etc. etc.
...etc. etc. etc.

250 OK

?:01-+--,S:+fAILC FROM:<Postel@USC-lSIF.ARPA>
R: 250 OK

S: RCPT TO:<eric@BERKELEY .ARPA>
R: 250 OK
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